DESIGN STANDARD SYMBOLS

- LED VEHICLE SIGNAL HEAD
- LED VEHICLE SIGNAL HEAD WITH BACKPLATE
- COUNTDOWN PEDESTRIAN SIGNAL HEAD
- OPTICALLY PROGRAMMED VEHICLE SIGNAL HEAD
- APS SIGN AND PUSHBUTTON
- BACK GUY
- GAS VALVE
- WATER METER
- WATER VALVE
- MANHOLE
- GROUND ROD
- LIGHTING MANHOLE
- JUNCTION BOX
- WOOD POLE
- UTILITY POLE
- SHA UTILITY POLE
- OVERHEAD POWER FEED WITH UTILITY SERVICE EQUIPMENT
- METERED SERVICE PEDESTAL
- LIGHTING CONTROL CABINET

NORTH ARROW
SHRUBS/TREES
FIRE HYDRANT
DRAINAGE PIPE
FENCE
STORM DRAIN INLETS
LOUVERS ON SIGNAL FACE
WOOD POLE WITH TRANSFORMER
PAD MOUNTED TRANSFORMER
DRIVEWAY
BUILDING CORNER
RAILROAD
BRIDGE
W-BEAM TRAFFIC BARRIER (PROPOSED)
W-BEAM TRAFFIC BARRIER (EXISTING)
LIGHTING ARM AND LUMINAIRE ON WOOD POLE (PROPOSED)
LIGHTING ARM AND LUMINAIRE ON WOOD POLE (EXISTING)